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On July 15th a group of Bishopston gardeners opened their gardens to the 

public to raise money for charity - a highly successful venture, (helped by some

hours of dry weather) which showed that Bishopston's gardeners can also bake

delicious home-made cakes - as well as offering plants for sale.  There was even

some home-produced honey from their bee-hives.

Tree-cover is sparse in our area.  Lately the council has changed its policy,

acknowledging how important trees are for air-quality as well as general 

well-being.  In Bishopston we have begun to see more street-trees being replaced

and even new ones planted.  Bristol also has a Tree-Champion  - Clive Stevens,

current chair of the Bishopston, Cotham and Redland Neighbourhood Partnership

(see article in this issue).  Clive has agreed to speak about trees at our AGM on

24th September.  Why not come along, to hear what he has to say - and to ask

questions - about the contribution trees make to the pleasantness and health of

our neighbourhood.

Elinor Edwards - Chair

Bristol North Baths Site 

Work will begin in a couple of days from now (mid-August).  By the time you read

this, construction will have started.  In early August contracts were finally

exchanged, the legal niceties signed and sealed, arrangements made for 

actual activity in the old Bristol North Baths building after more than 5 years of

appallingly frustrating delay.

You won't see anything for a while because work has to proceed in a sensitive

and painstaking way to convert the inside of a Grade 2 listed building to a

Community Health Centre.  The new library won't start construction for another

few months because erecting a modern building on a clear site will take less time

and the idea is to bring the whole site to conclusion at the same time in about a

year's time.  Then we shall have a fine set of buildings and a good focal point

for Gloucester Road.

So you may well ask, what on earth has been the reason for so much delay.  Many,

many reasons.  For one, there was originally opposition to the plans and a rival

scheme tried to halt things by a Judicial Review which dragged on for the best

part of a year.  Then, on the day before the hearing, the opponents dropped the

case, but not before the Council had been compelled to spend much time and

money on preparing a legal case. 

And by this time, the economic collapse had occurred and the finance behind the

scheme dried up, as for many others. 

Chair's Editorial

This year major applications for development continue.  On May 30 Gloucester

County Cricket Club received permission to develop their ground, in spite of 

divided local opinion.  Along with our local councillors and 'Howzat' 

- the residents'  protest group - the Society objected that the concessions offered

by the developers fell far short of alleviating the strains on our neighbourhood. 

However, local feeling against this over-intensive project failed to sway the 

majority on the planning committee, who were anticipating benefits to the pres-

tige and prosperity of Bristol.

As I write, Bristol Rovers have received permission to relocate to land owned by

the University of the West of England - but say they can finance the move only

if Sainsbury's can develop Rovers' old site at the Memorial Ground.  Sainsbury's

plans - which they have extensively publicised and somewhat modified 

- have raised many concerns about traffic, pollution and harm to the much-

valued independent shops in the Gloucester Road.  The city council is still 

considering the most recent proposals.

Although the Bristol North Baths hosted a temporary art exhibition in May, there

are as yet no visible signs of further progress on the development.  By contrast,

the housing project on Pigsty Hill is rapidly taking shape, putting new vitality into

a long-derelict stretch of the Gloucester Road.

For further details on other developments, please see the report by our vigilant

and hard-working planning sub-committee.

Members may already be aware that the Gloucester Road has a density of 

coffee shops second only to London.  It also has a plethora of licensed 

premises, with new applications continuing to come in, in spite of the CIA

(Cumulative Impact Area).  Sadly our co-opted committee member Ross Barber,

who monitored weekly license applications, has retired.  If you would like to

help with this task, you would be a welcome successor.  Our thanks go to Ross,

who devoted much time and energy to helping track applications  - the first step

towards trying to slow down the spread of alcohol sales in Bishopston, where

unpleasant effects of excess alcohol drinking are all too noticeable.

Although Bishopston's green spaces are scarce, they are much cherished - and

a new one has opened!  The Golden Hill Community Allotment and Forest Garden

(behind Bishop Road School) officially opened on a wet and windy day in April.

It opens regularly on Wednesdays and especially wants to attract people who

couldn't manage an allotment of their own, or perhaps lack a garden of their own,

or have a disability.  For further details see the report in this issue by their 

project worker Lucy Mitchell.



Bishopston, Cotham & Redland (BCR) Street Scene Group

The Street Scene Group wishes to improve the local environment for all residents

and businesses.  It intends to do this by having a group of core members and

an active group of residents who volunteer to report environmental problems and

encourage their neighbours to do so as well.  The group will take a two-tier

approach to reporting and solving local environmental problems in the

Neighbourhood Partnership (NP) area.  

The core group will be made up of residents and other service providers.  

This group will support the volunteers, take more complex issues forward and

ensure wherever possible all problems are resolved quickly.

The volunteer group will be known as Area Representatives (AR) and will be

the eyes and ears of the NP.  They will have the neighbourhood's best interest

at heart and will be provided with the knowledge and support to remove 

problems and promote good behaviour and practice. The AR will know how to

report issues and provide residents with assistance and the knowledge to report

problems themselves.

However, we didn't give up hope but other snags cropped up.  It seemed the

Council didn't own all the land and various leases had to be sorted, including one

for which an owner wasn't known to the Council, meaning a lengthy search until

the lease was legally declared forfeit.

Then, the chimney, which is also listed as a local landmark, was found to have

been very badly neglected over a long period.  The top had been capped allow-

ing corrosive acids and gases to build up inside threatening its fabric.  At a cost

of thousands of pounds and much time the chimney was fully scaffolded, its 

exterior brought to a good condition and its insides sorted out.

One of the longest delays was caused by Orange, the mobile phone people.  They

have a mast on the pavement in front of where the library will be and this will have

to be moved.  However Orange just weren't interested in getting on with it, despite

the Council deploying successive Deputy Chief Executive Officers.  I think this

delay went on, exasperatingly, for a year or so.  

Finally Orange agreed to its antennae being transferred to the chimney but insist-

ed, against the wishes of the Council and many local people including me, that

the antennae be on the outside of the chimney.  Eventually this went to the

Planning Committee and as a compromise, not satisfactory but I think the best

in the circumstances, black boxes will be fixed just before the top.

As the economic crisis dragged on, finance became an increasing problem and

last autumn the Council stepped in to provide interim financing which will be paid

back on completion.  This is possible because the Council can borrow cheaply

at present and has good credit.  This is easy to say but much more complicated

to do, requiring a grimly determined journey of attrition through a jungle of legal

agreements, fail-safes, legal clauses ad infinitum.  They finally hacked their way

through the last legalistic thicket into the sunlight a week or so ago.

Some, not being aware of all the arguments of 7 years ago, have wondered

why the Baths could not have simply been restored to their original use.  In the

first place the 100 year old building was simply not fit for the purpose, secondly

neglect had meant an impossibly expensive repair bill loomed and finally it con-

stantly made a loss whereas at the new location of the local pool at the Horfield

Leisure Centre, co-location with the gym facilities has meant a huge increase in

use and no need for Council subsidy.

By this time next year, the Baths will have a new lease of life as a Community

Health Centre (principally used by the newly combined Spence and Archer GP

practices), Bishopston will at last have its own library (with some community facil-

ities), and the car park will remain though it will be somewhat smaller.

Bev Knott - Councillor



Help publicise the work of the group via their engagement and forum work.  

Work with the group to deliver agreed priorities

Enforcement and Cleansing Officers. Help train the ARs; advise the group on

relevant strategic issues; take lead in problem solving

NP Representatives. Provide a point of contact for ARs in their communities.

Ensure the group remains focussed; contribute to the prioritising and strategic

leadership of the group

ARs. Contribute to the strategic leadership of the group; provide a 'street level'

perspective for the group

Other residents, officers and councillors could also be members of this group. 

Golden Hill Community Allotments - a progress report

In November 2011 we began work to transform a boggy and overgrown patch of

unused allotment land at the bottom of Monk Rd into a community garden that

could be enjoyed by the whole community. We wanted to create a space that

could be accessed by everyone, a place to learn about growing food, a place for

people without gardens, a supportive and friendly place to get some fresh air,

exercise and fresh vegetables.  It was designed with a view to wheelchair access,

with wide level paths, accessible compost toilet and raised beds that can be 

easily worked by people with bad backs. 

As I write this, it has been nearly six months to the day since The Golden Hill

Community Allotment opened its gates to volunteers.  We are open every

Wednesday 10am-4pm and Monday evenings 5pm-7pm for anyone to pop along

and have a look around and a chat, with no commitment to stay around or get

involved.  We work on a drop in basis so people don't have to come every week

or stay all day, anyone is  welcome to come and gently potter for half an hour or

get stuck in for a whole day's work.  You don't need any prior knowledge or expe-

rience.  All we ask of every volunteer is that they are prepared to be supportive

and respectful of those around them.    

Our flexible approach means that in six months over 150 people, young and

old and from all walks of life have come, gardened and got their hands dirty.  

The street-level environmental problems to be covered by this group include: 

Flyposting Graffiti 

Litter and road sweeping Noise

Trade and domestic waste Recycling

Dog fouling Pavement trip hazards

Overgrown vegetation including 

epicormic growth

The ARs will

- understand their area's street scene issues; report problems to the relevant

agencies; ensure complex or larger problems are reported to the core group 

- contribute to BCR decision making about environmental issues and priorities,

including recommending the need for additional/changes in service/resources

and the allocation of relevant BCR budgets and resources

- Encourage and assist other residents to report issues quickly to the relevant body

- Pass on good ideas, good news, and advice from and to neighbours

- Participate in planned street walkabouts to identify issues that need attention

- Become full members of core group if they wish.

The core group will act as the strategic lead for this group.  Its role will include:

- Recruit, train and support the ARs

- Plan and lead on strategic issues such as - community walkabouts/cleanups;

indemnity and insurance for ARs; use of budgets and resources; publicity

- Develop environmental priorities for the NP, based on consultation (via ARs,

forums, surveys, other engagement etc).  Report these to the NP

- Act as a problem-solving body for issues that cannot be resolved through 

normal channels

The membership of the core group will include:  

Area Environment Officer (AEO).  The Chair of the group.  The AEO has the

knowledge and responsibility to carry forward the priorities and decisions of this

group.  S/he will provide the knowledge and expertise required to enable the ARs

to fulfil their roles successfully.  Reporting back to the NP on issues and actions

that have been taken.

Neighbourhood Development Officers. Help recruit, train and nurture the ARs.

Would you like to be a Street Scene Area Representative?

If you are interested or would like to find out more, then contact

Andrew Mcgrath, the Neighbourhood Partnership Co-ordinator

(Andrew.mcgrath@bristol.gov.uk or telephone 0117 - 903 6436)



NEWS FROM THE NEIGHBOURHOOD PARTNERSHIP JULY 2012 

There have been two full Partnership meetings on April 2nd and June 18th, and

two rounds of Public Forum meetings since the last newsletter. All of these 

meetings are open to the public and the dates for the next nine months are 

listed below. Don't forget to come and have your say!

Bishopston will do well out of the spend on traffic schemes in 2012/13. Most of

the £20,000 will be spent on improving parking facilities on the Gloucester Road

north of Pigsty Hill, outside Bishop Road School and Friary Road. The consulta-

tion on the Gloucester Road changes will be focussed on benefitting both traders

and shoppers.

One of the most popular schemes encouraged by the Neighbourhood Partnership

is the Community Speed Watch, in conjunction with the police. Through this

scheme local residents have been trained to use the speed gun to monitor local

traffic in streets nominated by the community. Drivers travelling more than 35mph

are sent a warning letter by the police .Of the 1800 cars  checked so far, 120

exceeded 30 mph ( just less than 10%). 30 volunteers have been trained, up to

now. If you are interested in participating, or wish to nominate a street, raise it at

your next Public Forum. 

Bishopston Ward has one of the lowest rates of tree canopy in the City. During

2012/13 this will be addressed in two ways:

We have especially welcomed volunteers with physical or mental ill health or

adults with learning difficulties.  We have also hosted working days of groups of

students from the local college, women from supported housing, youth groups

and adults from residential care homes.

Through epic rains and grey days, floods and winds, each week at least 15 

volunteers have been busy planting and weeding, digging and building, and 

sitting back with a cup of tea to admire their work.  Now, as summer finally arrives

in all its glory, we reap the tasty rewards to all our hard work.    So far our shared

harvest has included broad beans, peas, mange tout, carrots, beetroot, potatoes,

cabbage, courgettes, turnips, radishes, cucumber and tomatoes, rocket and salad,

basil and herbs and bunches of sweet peas.  With more delights on the way!

After the success of our Spring Fair -when the good people of Bishopston showed

their mettle and turned up in droves despite the freezing winds and boggy ground

underfoot - we will be holding our Harvest Festival on Saturday September 15th.

Please come along to help us celebrate our first growing season with music and

laughter, cake and games.

So come and get involved!  If gardening is not your thing then we host a 

drawing class on Monday night 6-7pm - Appreciating Nature with Pencil and

Paper - £3 includes materials - just turn up!  Also we are always looking for 

donations of cakes for our community events.  If you like the sound of any of this,

please get in touch and I can put you on the mailing list so you'll be keep abreast

of what's happening even if you can't make it down.

See you in the garden Lucy Mitchell,

Community Project Worker 

07506 905 394 ghcgarden@gmail.com 

www.thegoldenhillcommunitygarden.com

Harvest 4th July 2012

Bristol Voices Community Choir braving the elements at the opening of Golden Hill

Community Garden in April



A surplus of £6000 was carried forward into 2012/13, so the total Wellbeing Fund

stands at £36,0117.51, to be allocated by March 31st 2013. Two applications

were received at the June11th deadline and will be decided at the Partnership

meeting in October. The final deadline is November 26th 2012, with the alloca-

tion decisions to be made at the January 21st 2013 meeting. So if organisations

are planning their work for 2013, do get your application in by the November dead-

line (application forms and guidelines can be downloaded from the Council 

website (see below) or received by email from: Suzanne.hands@bristol.gov.uk).

A full summary of the achievements of the Partnership in 2011/12 is available

on the Bishopston Society website (bishopstonsociety.org.uk) but I highlight a

couple below:

* Involving Young People: This is a priority of the Partnership given the paucity

of statutory provision in the area and the young age profile. Eleven of the 25

projects funded through the Wellbeing Fund were for young people (£20,000).

Further, to promote the voice of young people, our neighbourhood Development

Officers have been prioritising work with students in both Cotham and Redland

Green schools.

* The Gloucester Road Task Group: The first year of this two year project, which

aims to boost our popular shopping street, has already achieved a lot. Dealing

with flyposting and litter, the removal of graffiti and cleaning up shop fronts has

made a real difference. A £30K grant from the Local Sustainable Transport Fund

is being used to improve the "gateway" to the Gloucester Road along the

Promenade, through a fruitful combination of local residents and traders work-

ing constructively with Council officers. Work will include clearing the pave-

ments of unnecessary street furniture for walkers and wheelchair users, and

provide some additional disabled parking. Future plans include working with

traders along the whole Gloucester Road to improve the experience for shop-

pers, which will in turn help maintain the economic sustainability of the area.

In the article 'Neighbourhood Partnership Headline Priorities in 2011/12'

in this issue, I have selected out the achievements of particular interest

to Bishopston residents under each priority.

The Neighbourhood Partnership is intending to set up a Street Scene Task Group,

to be ratified at the October Partnership meeting. The remit of the group will cover:

* Flyposting and graffiti * Noise

* Litter and road sweeping * Trade and domestic rubbish

* Dog fouling * Recycling

* Overgrown vegetation and epicormic growth on trees

* Pavement trips and hazards

*  from this year's allocation of the Community Tree Planting Scheme.  Additional

trees will be planted in St Andrew's Park by volunteers in a day of action in the

autumn.  

*  more street trees, many of which will be in the Bishopston area. Sites have

been recommended by the Neighbourhood Partnership Tree Team which are

currently being checked by the Council for suitability. Decisions will be made

at the October Neighbourhood Partnership meeting.

The Wellbeing Fund had ten applications last spring, seven of which were

approved at the April meeting and one approved in principle (but awaiting a 

modified application), totalling £6,904. The successful applications were: 

St Andrews Park 

Ardagh Bowling and Sports Club New CCTV equipment

Friends of Horfield Common Activities at the Jubilee Summer Picnic

Cotham Primary school PTFA Plants and equipment for the wildlife garden

Good Shepherd Neighbourhood Watch Equipment for the Playing Out scheme in 
Queens Drive

Redland Green Community Group Plants for Redland Green

Salaam Shalom media Cultural awareness project in two schools

Playing Out To develop with residents further Playing Out
schemes in local streets

(Deferred )APE Regular supervised outdoor play activities in
one of the local green spaces.



You are invited to our next AGM of The Bishopston Society

which will be held on Monday 24th September 2012

7.30pm at the St. Michael and All Angels Church Hall, 160A

Gloucester Road, BS7 8NT. 

The main speaker will be Clive Stevens (Chair of Bristol

Tree Forum and Chair of the Local Neighbourhood

Partnership): He will be giving a talk entitled: "Reading

the Leaves  -  Planting for the Future"

As usual, there will be refreshments provided and an

opportunity to raise any questions relating to local issues.

Subscription Reminder

Subscriptions for 2012/13 are due on the Ist  July 2012.  If you

have not already paid, please forward your remittance to the

Treasurer using the form on the back page of this Newsletter.

August 2012 PLANNING UPDATE

Decisions about the future of two sports stadia built originally when Bishopston

was on the outskirts of Bristol are likely to reach a conclusion very shortly.  

The Gloucester County Cricket Ground (GCCC) finally succeeded in getting plan-

ning permission for a revised proposal for "enabling development" of 147 flats

at the end of May.  The Cricket Club had already received planning permission

in March 2010 to extend the Pavilion and build improved conference and media

facilities. In response to concerns about the height of the proposed residential

blocks, the GCCC reduced the height of the proposed development from 7 storeys

to 6 but with an extension of the residential block at the Kennington Avenue end

to compensate. The Bishopston Society was again critical of the proposals put

forward. We thought there were very little if any concessions made to the site and

surrounding buildings including the Ashley Down Conservation Area.  Bishopston

It aims to do this by setting up a core group of local residents and Council 

officers, and a supporting group of volunteer Area Representatives (AR). The ARs

will be the "eyes and ears" of the Partnership and will be supported by the

Neighbourhood Development Officers.

The ARs will:

* Encourage and assist residents to report issues to the appropriate Council

officer

* Report more complex issues to the street Scene Task group

* By understanding their street scene, contribute to the Partnership's ,decisions

about environment issues and priorities

* Pass on good ideas and advice to neighbours.

DATES OF THE PUBLIC FORUMS

These are public meetings open to all local residents. They usually start at

7pm. Check the website www.bristolpartnership.org/neighbourhood-

partnerships/bishopston-cotham-redland for the venue.

Wednesday 5th September (Brunel Fields school) Bishopston

Tuesday 11th September (Redland Library) Cotham

Thursday 6th September(Redland Green Bowls Club) Redland

Tuesday 11th December (Memorial Ground -provisional) Bishopston

DATES FOR THE NEIGHBOURHOOD PARTNERSHIP

MEETINGS 2012-13

These are public meetings open to all local residents at 7pm. If possible have

a look at the agenda and reports beforehand on the Council website (see

above for the web address) and check the venue.

Monday 22nd October 2012

Monday 21st January 2013

Monday 25th March 2013

Jenny Hoadley, 

Representative on the Neighbourhood Partnership for the

Bishopston Society 



An example of a more overbearing extension was an application earlier this 

summer for a large 2 storey side extension for 1 Overton Road which was 

granted planning permission.  We (and neighbours) were very concerned about

the scale of the side extension being proposed which in effect forms a three storey

wall on the boundary line to 66-70 North Road, alongside which it sits at a lower

level. We also found the modernist style of the extension unconvincing and felt

that it detracted significantly from the original property. 

After a succession of planning applications to develop part of the garden and

small garage belonging to 20 Falmouth Road (running alongside the bottom of

Monmouth Road), planning permission has been finally granted for a proposal to

build a single storey dwelling, which echoes the form of the existing lean-to garage

on the site.  Although it represented an improvement over earlier proposals, we

had concerns about inadequate living conditions and the overshadowing of the

neighbouring property, Along with overdevelopment, overshadowing (of gardens)

was one of our main concerns with an application to build 4 houses on the garages

site in Arundel Road. This application was refused but was granted 

planning permission after it went to appeal. This appeal decision does not 

necessarily bode well (as far as local people are concerned) for other over 

intensive infill of small sites which impacts on adjoining properties. 

Another planning appeal which took place at the end of July of much wider 

interest was the hearing to consider the Costa application for a café in the

Gloucester Road. Sadly Costa’s appeal has been upheld by a planning inspec-

tor and Costa can continue to trade. This decision places conciderable doubt on

how much planners can control changes of use, diversity and indeed national

and in particular residents living next to the ground appear to have paid an unrea-

sonable price for the cricket ground remaining in this location with virtually none

of the expected financial contribution being forthcoming to pay for compensating

community enhancements.

The proposal from Sainsbury's for a large scale supermarket, together with 

limited housing and other uses, at the Memorial Ground has presented the 

planners with another "finely balanced decision" (likely to be made in September).

We have objected to Sainsbury's proposals, making a number of detailed 

comments. We think (like others) that these more recent proposals are a signif-

icant improvement over a previous planning permission for the site granted in

2008 (for a redeveloped stadium, hotel and student accommodation). However,

we do have serious concerns about the likely local impact of traffic (including

the effects of pollution) and the quality of the environment for residents in the new

houses/flats and those living nearby. This is not helped by the poor quality of

the architectural design and the lack of any convincing character and link with

the surrounding area.  Some of these concerns were voiced at the Society's Spring

Public Meeting held at the end of March.  Not surprisingly local traders from the

Gloucester Road also expressed concern about the effects of a large new 

supermarket on local shops especially as a significant area of the store would be

devoted to non-food sales.  Bristol Rovers have now been granted planning

permission to develop a new stadium at the UWE site. So there will no doubt now

be considerable pressure for Sainsbury's to be granted planning permission at

the Memorial Ground.

Poor living space standards and overdevelopment are points often made in our

comments in response to the steady stream of smaller scale local applications.

We are often surprised and disappointed with some of decisions being made by

the planners.  At least in one application there appears to be an anomaly as the

new minimum Bristol City Council Space Standards, which are designed to ensure

satisfactory space standards and living conditions, do not relate to student 

developments. This anomaly could lead to more proposals for student housing

and conversions seeking to exploit the acute shortage of housing and sites in this

area. The application in question is a resubmission of a previous permission to

build residential flats at the rear of 233 Gloucester Road. This new application

is now for the same building with the interior replanned as student flats. 

We considered one of the three flats being proposed particularly unworkable.

The planning department is now looking into minimum standards for student

accommodation.

Extensions and other proposals to create more space in older houses in

Bishopston can easily detract from their original design and be overbearing for

neighbouring properties. Oversized dormer windows at the rear of houses 

(e.g. 27 Raglan Road) are a frequent example on a smaller scale. However

they are counted as permitted development as long as certain criteria are met.

1, Overton Road 



Good news about more trees for Bishopston  

Clive Stevens who is chair of our local Neighbourhood Partnership and chair of

the Bristol Tree Forum is now our official 'Tree Champion', voted in to this unpaid

post by the Neighbourhood Partnership.

His role is to both help save our local urban trees and to get more trees planted.

A council survey has shown, perhaps surprisingly, that Bishopston has a low

tree coverage compared with most other areas of Bristol. Westbury-on-Trym

for example has 27% tree cover, while Bishopston has only 11%. Two 

significant effects of this difference between Bishopston and leafier areas could

be that firstly our local temperature becomes a degree or two higher in a 

heat-wave and secondly that we just suffer from less absorption of traffic 

pollutants. However, in our Neighbourhood Partnership area, Bishopston streets

are more spacious than some areas of Bristol, so we have the potential there-

fore for planting plenty more trees. With regard to new planting locations, Clive

estimates there are twice as many planting opportunities in Bishopston 

(including some parts of Redland ward) as there are for Redland and Cotham

combined. The Council has received our N.P.'s first attempt to identify some

locations. Hopefully we will be left with some choice of sites to progress after

the services (gas, water etc) searches and Highways Dept. have checked sight

lines and safety. An initial rough estimate of new tree sites for the Bishopston

area totals between 5-15. Additionally the Gloucester Rd Improvement Task

Group with Liz Kew has identified the need for improvement of the trees along

the promenade as a priority. 

If the Memorial Ground development goes ahead, then Sainsbury's will be plant-

ing around 70 new trees, although 22 existing trees will need to be removed. This

would increase the canopy cover of the site from its present 2-3% to around 11%.

The recently granted Gloucester County cricket ground development will have

an avenue of Norway Maples planted as part of the development.

Although the Council has decided to withdraw from the Big Tree Plant because

the average price they would have got per tree created more liabilities than 

benefit if they won the grant, we are expecting money from many other sources

as well as asking residents and shopkeepers to assist. 

Where trees are involved in full planning applications, the Council has come up

with and adopted in 2011, a "Tree Replacement Standard". So now if a develop-

er wishes to fell a big tree he/she may need to plant 6 replacements not just 1.

The calculation depends on the girth of the tree they wish to fell. And if they

can't plant enough replacements on their site they have to pay the council money

chains.  The outcome is certainly a blow for localism but there continues to be

the option of "voting with your feet".

Contracts have now been exchanged between the City Council and Chatsworth

Homes in regard to the Bristol North Baths site and building work is due to start

very soon (see Bev Knott's article in this issue).  Apart from the Affordable Housing

Project further up on Pigsty Hill, building work is also evident elsewhere, includ-

ing on the Santa Theresa corner plot and the derelict site opposite (78 Claremont

Road) where the disused garages have now been cleared. These developments

are likely to create more pressure nearby on parking spaces although this does

not seem to be a concern of the City Council.

On the wider planning front, Bristol consulted earlier this year on a Site Allocations

and Development Management Document which is intended to help deliver the

policies of the Core Strategy (replacing the Local Plan).  The document does

not identify any sites for development in the immediate Bishopston area although

that does not exclude other sites from being developed. We have expressed some

concerns about the designation of "Primary Shopping areas" and "Secondary

Shopping Frontages" along the Gloucester Road with the concern that it may

lead to a more flexible approach on some sections of the road with more changes

of use granted to bars and restaurants. 

If any members are interested in supporting our Committee in these areas of 

planning and the implications of the new Localism Act, their help and support

would be most appreciated.

Nigel Tibbs and Neil Embleton

78, Claremont Road



Anti-social behaviour in St Andrews Park 

It doesn't happen very often, but when there is a spell of good weather in spring

or summer that coincides particularly with university term times, St Andrews Park

can become a Mecca for fun and sun loving students and other young people. 

At such times, on maybe a maximum of 10 occasions a year, there can be 

hundreds of mainly young people enjoying themselves on the grassy slopes or

under the trees. 

Most are happy to maybe have a barbeque, drink in moderation, play music

and just 'chill out' in the sun.  However, there will usually be a small minority that

seems unaware of basic rules of acceptable behaviour in such situations.  These

individuals leave copious litter scattered around them, can employ loud sound

systems and not infrequently, instead of using the toilet block, revert to the perime-

ter hedge or even a nearby tree to relieve themselves of the excess amounts of

drink they have consumed. Such unconcern for others is sometimes extended

well into the night, to the annoyance of local residents around the park. This trend

towards anti-social behaviour has been a perennial problem that has occupied

much discussion time at Friends of St Andrews Park meetings over the last few

years, with the police, local councillors and Council officers all involved. But it is

a problem that seems intractable and has never been resolved. 

A recent meeting in July attempted to examine these problems in a more 

determined way than in the past. Acting Sergeant Sean Underwood emphasised

the importance of phoning in complaints of ASB to the police on 101 (or 999 for

serious issues) so that these can be logged. Noise incidents should be reported

to the BCC Environmental Health Dept  (tel: 9223256 during normal office hours

or 9222050 at other times). 

The idea of classing the park as a Non-Drinking Zone is an issue that has been

discussed before. Raised again here, it was pointed out by the police that this

could only be considered if there was a high level of ASB reports received. Poets

Park in Horfield was considered as a possible NDZ, but only because there was

an average of 10 to 15 calls received per day relating to ASB.  The figure for all

complaints for St Andrews Park was a maximum of 6 per week, most concerning

noise. Interestingly, a recent survey of 120 houses leafleted by Safer Bristol around

the park produced only 9 responses in favour of a NDZ.

Other points that were discussed included the use of a Dispersal Order, serving

of Noise Abatement Orders, and implementation of relevant bye laws.  It was

pointed out the first suggestion was unlikely to be of use unless supported by 

sufficient ASB reports.  Any Noise Abatement Order would have to be carried out

by officers from the Environmental Health Department and only if a request to

reduce the noise level was not complied with. Application of bye laws was felt to

be unrealistic given that most had been done away with over 30 years ago and

that enforcement power for these no longer existed. 

(via a S106 agreement) to plant public trees. In Redland they now have £4,500

from an agreement like this for tree planting.

If you have any suggestions for tree planting in the Bishopston area, please 

contact Clive at: 

clive.stevens@euronova.co.uk

Berkeley Road



PARKS AND GREEN SPACES

The Neighbourhood Partnership would like clean, well-maintained parks

and green spaces that are well used by local people. Residents also want

to have a say on what happens to local green spaces in the future.

Achievements:

Numerous Well Being grants have been provided for enhancement of green

spaces and improvements to the natural environment. In 2011/12 there was £8,890

spent or allocated to the enhancement of the natural environment

TRAFFIC AND SUSTAINABLE TRANSPORT

The Neighbourhood Partnership would like improvements to public

transport and traffic management, including some parking controls. 

We would also like safer streets for pedestrians & cyclists.

Achievements:

Successful allocation of the NP's Minor traffic schemes budget each year for past

3 years. Numerous projects agreed and completed including a new zebra 

crossing on Kings Drive provided by the NP, after many years of campaigning by

local people

The Bishopston Forum promoted a recent public consultation on waiting and 

parking restrictions in the Ashley Down Road area. The scheme has now been

adopted and introduced

EQUALITIES COMMUNITIES

The Neighbourhood Partnership supports projects and activities that

encourage & enable:

All people to feel safe in public spaces

An increase in provision and facilities for older people, and young people

and those facing disadvantage

Better relations and communication between students and residents

Neighbourliness within the community

Achievements:

The NP has best been able to improve community relations via its Well Being

process. Projects supported to date by the BCR NP include expenditure of a 

dedicated fund (£4,500) on activities for older people.

This provided social activities for local older people, travel costs for people who

have mobility problems, gardening club, and equipment for social activities

Neighbourhood Development Officers make numerous visits to community organ-

isations in the NP area. This provides an opportunity for people to discuss local

issues and raise concerns, who are unable to attend the Forum.

Clearly, although various types of anti-social incidents do occur in the park, they

are relatively few and of minor consequence compared with those of some other

open spaces in Bristol.  Criminal activity in the park is negligible.  The police,

not surprisingly, have to prioritise their involvement and responses. However, it

does seem that the police and  BCC are taking the concerns of local people more

seriously than in the past. Plain clothes police patrols now operate twice a week

in the park and the meeting was told that St Andrews Park will be the Redland

Beat team's number one priority during hot weather, provided more important sit-

uations do not arise on those occasions. There is also planned to be a 'day of

action' on Saturday, September 8th (if the weather is good) when both police and

BCC officers will together be present in the park from 2pm to 7pm to observe and

take action about any excessive noise. 

Apublic meeting to further discuss these issues with police, local councillors and BCC

officers is to be held on September 12th , 7.30pm at the Derby Road Bowls Club. 

Simon Randolph 

Neighbourhood Partnership Headline Priorities in 2011/12

The Bishopston, Cotham and Redland Neighbourhood Partnership (NP) has a

number of priorities that has been agreed with residents via a number of events

and activities since 2010. Reference to two of these is in the article News from

the Partnership in this edition. Below are the achievements under each priority

on issues of particular interest to residents of Bishopston. For the full report across

the whole Partnership area, and details of what the Partnership hopes to do in

2012/13, please go to the Bishopston Society website.

A busy spring day in St Andrews Park



Report from 'Sustainable Bishopston'

Bristol stood magnificently in being the UK's leading green capital city and 

coming second to Copenhagen as European Green Capital City.

Members of Sustainable Bishopston took part in the lead up to Bristol's Big Green

Week in June. Extensive preparations had taken place beforehand and the Week

itself was packed with events, films, talks and festivities. The momentum 

carried forward to the competition for European Green Capital City. Bristol was

a commendable second.

This standing is the beginning, not the end. Bishopston needs to contribute to the

Green agenda collectively and make Bristol even more wholesome. Pressures

on the economy, environment, energy, food, transport, waste and land use are

not likely to diminish. There are emerging global competitors and the UK needs

to think and plan ahead.

In July, Sustainable Bishopston helped to celebrate Bristol Independents Day,

strengthening the quality of many traders, in our case in the Gloucester Road.

Then, later in the month the Bishopston Traders Association and Sustainable

Bishopston received a grant from The Catalyst Fund towards the cost of pro-

ducing a video to become a Town Team Pilot in the Portas Review of British High

Streets. (http://www.youtube.com/my_videos_edit?ns=1&video_id=labOjBZZog0).

Whether or not the Pilot succeeds, the Gloucester Road remains vibrant with only

a small turnover of shops. Some traders have signed up already for the Bristol

Pound, which will come into force in September, further binding in a pledge of

loyalty for local shops and local customers.

Sustainable Bishopston entertained Daniella Radice and Bristol's Green Party.

Our two local Councillors were on hand with a promise of a fuller meeting later. 

A short pilot survey revealed that one street in Bishopston had 50% water butt

provision. Another Sustainable Bishopston questionnaire has been designed to

discover if older people can make suitable adaptations for energy reduction and

to cope with climate change. 

Sustainable Bishopston challenged air pollution limits for traffic at the Sainsburys

development at the Memorial Ground, but seemingly the predictions from the City

Council were considered by them to be'safe'.

Ian Baker,

Sustainable Bishopston (Hon. Sec.)

IMPROVE THE LOCAL ENVIRONMENT / STREET SCENE

The Neighbourhood Partnership would like a healthy, clean, tidy and

well-maintained environment.

This includes:

Improvements to the accessibility and appearance of the Gloucester Road

Reduction of graffiti and fly-posting across the area

Planting and maintenance of trees and shrubs where possible and 

appropriate

Achievements:

The NP has a comprehensive tree plan for new trees in the area. Close to 100

have been planted over the last 3 years. Comments on the tree proposals for the

developments at the Memorial Ground and the County Cricket Ground have been

submitted. Extra trees have been planted on Ashley Down Road

The Gloucester Road Street Scene Group has made numerous improvements

to the Gloucester Road in the first of its 2-year project cycle. There has been sig-

nificant improvement in the appearance of the road, with hundreds of properties

being cleaned and thousands of illegal posters being removed. This work is due

to continue until the end of March 2013

A waste doctor programme used in the area to encourage students to deal with

their waste appropriately. This has now been rolled out across the city.

OTHER NEIGHBOURHOOD PARTNERSHIP PRIORITIES

Support the development of community facilities and activities.

Achievements: The NP has given out several grants totalling more than £5k that

encourage community activity. Examples include £2,500 to Friends of Horfield

Common to refurbish their toilets (note: this project not yet completed) and £1,555

to Tango West (a non-profit making organisation which runs dance classes) to

improve their community rooms.

Promote the provision of primary school places to meet local need

Achievements: Although the Neighbourhood Partnership does not have any

devolved responsibility for education, the Neighbourhood Forums have provid-

ed residents of Redland and Bishopston wards with the opportunity to discuss

the burgeoning Primary School places problem in the NP area. 

Jenny Hoadley, 

Representative on the Neighbourhood Partnership



Help Bishopston have the voice it deserves 

by becoming a member!  

As a member you would receive two newsletters a year and be consulted on

local issues.  We hold two public meetings a year with plenty of topical 

discussion. Depending on your interests, you are also welcome to join the 

committee or become involved with its work and activities.  

Subscriptions - cheques should be made payable to The Bishopston Society -

£5 per annum for individuals or £7 per annum for two adults living at the same

address. Please return this form with fee to: 

Richard Farrow. Garden Flat, 85 Hampton Park, Redland, Bristol. BS6 6LQ

or hand in at the meeting in a sealed envelope 

- if you require a receipt, please request.

NB Your details will be held on a database for contact purposes.

If you have new neighbours, perhaps you could let them know about 

The Bishopston Society.

Extra copies of the booklet can be obtained from Lionel White (0117 9445687)

Name

Adress (please print)

Telephone

(Evenings & Week-ends)

E-Mail (please print)

Signature:


